
Growing Together In Christ 
(Bible Studies Ideas) 

Books Of The Bible 

 

Hosea by J. Rothschild 

The book of Hosea will challenge us with judgment so harsh it will singe 

our hair. But it will show us the kind of love we dream about. It will 

shower us with hope so pure as to take our breath away. 

 

Numbers by M. Spoelstra 

Something in us aches for more—more hope, more joy, more freedom. 

All around us people are dancing to the steps of bigger, better, and 

faster, and we can easily join in without even realizing it. Before long 

complaining and comparing accompany our desire for more, yet we’re not any 

closer to filling the ache inside. God offers us another way. 

In this study of the Book of Numbers, we’ll find a group of people that wandered 

in the desert for forty years, unable to enter the Promised Land because of their 

complaining, grumbling, and lack of faith. The New Testament tells us that their 

story was written to warn us (1 Corinthians 10:6) so that we would not make the 

same mistakes and suffer the same consequences. God sent his only Son to die to 

buy our freedom from the sin that leads to discontentment, and we find our own 

promised land of peace and contentment in the life he gives us. 

 

Topical Studies 
 

Grace: A Bible Study on Ephesians for Women by K. Folmar 

This is one of the few truly inductive Bible studies for women by a 

woman. Its main focus is on helping the reader understand what the 

author was saying to the original readers, the starting point for all 

fruitful study of Scripture. This 10-week study covers all of Ephesians, is 

ideal for personal or group use, and is one of three such studies from Keri Folmar. 

These studies are meant to be written in, so they have lots of extra white space 

and are spiral-bound for ease of use.   

 

https://www.amazon.com/Hosea-Unfailing-Changes-Everything-Member/dp/1430040203/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1525802830&sr=8-1-fkmr0&keywords=Hosea+by+J.+Rothschild
https://www.amazon.com/Numbers-Womens-Learning-Contentment-Culture/dp/1501801791/ref=sr_1_fkmr1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1525802914&sr=8-3-fkmr1&keywords=Numbers+by+M.+Spoelstra
https://www.amazon.com/Grace-Bible-Study-Ephesians-Women/dp/1941114075/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1525803052&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Grace%3A+A+Bible+Study+on+Ephesians+for+Women+by+K.+Folmar
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Women of the Word by Jenn Wilkin 

But sometimes it’s hard to know where to start. What’s more, a lack of 

time, emotionally driven approaches, and past frustrations can erode 

our resolve to keep growing in our knowledge of Scripture. How can 

we, as Christian women, keep our focus and sustain our passion when 

reading the Bible? 

Offering a clear and concise plan to help women go deeper in their study of 

Scripture, this book will equip you to engage God’s Word in a way that trains your 

mind and transforms your heart. 

 

Saved You a Seat by Lisa Jo-Baker 

In today’s busy world, we’re wired to appear “fine,” warding off 

authenticity and shielding ourselves from judgment. We hide behind 

the hum of busyness to escape intimate friendships with the women 

God has placed in our lives. 

But we do want a seat at the table. We yearn for authentic relationships and the 

opportunity to be the opposite of “fine” with people who cheer for us. But 

comparison, envy, and entitlement often stop us from pulling out a chair at the 

table. Friendship can be hard, making new friends even harder, and maintaining 

genuine friendship the hardest of all. 

 

Just Open the Door by Jen Schmidt 

For many of us, inviting people into our lives and homes feels more 

like inviting judgment on our entertaining skills and stress on our 

already maxed-out schedules. But what if you knew that opening your 

front door had the power to radically change the world? To make an impact and 

leave a legacy with everyday invitations? 

Jen Schmidt has set out to reframe how we think about hospitality and to equip 

us to walk a road of welcome in our daily lives. Jen knows that every time we 

choose open-door living—whether in our homes or by taking hospitality on the 

road just like Jesus—those we invite in get to experience the lived-out Gospel, our 

kids grow up in a life-lab of generosity, and we trade insecurity for connection. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias%3Dstripbooks&field-keywords=Women+of+the+Word+by+Jenn+Wilkin
https://www.amazon.com/We-Saved-You-Seat-Friendships/dp/1430054964/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1525804490&sr=1-1&keywords=Saved+You+a+Seat%2C+by+Lisa+Jo-Baker
https://www.amazon.com/Just-Open-Door-Invitation-Generation/dp/1433643073/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1525804644&sr=1-1&keywords=Just+Open+the+Door+by+Jen+Schmidt
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Uninvited by Lisa Terkeurst 

The enemy wants us to feel rejected . . . left out, lonely, and less than. 

In Uninvited, Lysa shares her own deeply personal experiences of 

rejection--from the perceived judgment of the perfectly toned woman 

one elliptical over to the incredibly painful childhood abandonment by 

her father. She leans in to honestly examine the roots of rejection, as well as 

rejection's ability to poison relationships from the inside out, including our 

relationship with God. 

With biblical depth, gut-honest vulnerability, and refreshing wit, Lysa will help 

you: 

• Stop feeling left out by believing that even when you are overlooked by 

others you are handpicked by God. 

• Change your tendency to either fall apart or control the actions of others by 

embracing God-honoring ways to process your hurt. 

• Know exactly what to pray for the next ten days to steady your soul and 

restore your confidence in the midst of rejection. 

• Overcome the two core fears that feed your insecurities by understanding 

the secret of belonging. 

 

Seamless by Angie Smith 

In seven sessions, Seamless covers the people, places, and promises of 

the Bible, tying them together into the greater story of Scripture. 

Participants in this study will gain an overarching understanding of the 

fundamental layout and meaning of the Bible. 

 

Read the Bible for Life by George Guthrie 

The Bible may be the most-purchased book in the world, but it is often 

the least read and least applied due to a basic lack of understanding and 

motivation on the part of readers. Read the Bible for Life aims to 

improve biblical literacy in the culture and the church by simultaneously moving 

readers toward greater skill in reading the Bible well and toward a deeper 

commitment to applying Scripture to everyday life. 

https://www.amazon.com/Uninvited-Living-Loved-When-Lonely/dp/1400205875/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1525804786&sr=1-1&keywords=uninvited+by+lysa+terkeurst
In%20seven%20sessions,%20Seamless%20covers%20the%20people,%20places,%20and%20promises%20of%20the%20Bible,%20tying%20them%20together%20into%20the%20greater%20story%20of%20Scripture.%20Participants%20in%20this%20study%20will%20gain%20an%20overarching%20understanding%20of%20the%20fundamental%20layout%20and%20meaning%20of%20the%20Bible.
https://www.amazon.com/Read-Bible-Life-Understanding-Living/dp/0805464549/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1525805078&sr=1-1&keywords=Read+the+Bible+for+Life+by+George+Guthrie
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Through a series of down-to-earth conversations with some of today’s brightest 

scholars, author George Guthrie discusses the basic tools and attitudes needed to 

read the Bible more effectively. Chapters focus on the various types of literature 

in Scripture and how to read them well. For instance, how should we read a psalm 

differently than we read a parable? 

How should we read a story of the Old Testament differently than we read a 

letter from Paul? How can we engage these various parts of Scripture in a way 

that is truly life-changing? The book also discusses issues such as reading the Bible 

in context, choosing and reading a Bible translation, reading in times of sorrow or 

suffering, and reading the Bible with your family. As we better understand how to 

read the Bible skillfully, we begin to see how every person of the Bible, every 

psalm, and every teaching fits into the Bible’s powerful, overarching story, and we 

begin to realize our place in the story God is still writing in the world. 

 

Experiencing God by Henry & Richard Blackaby 

The Experiencing God ministry is even more vibrant today than when it 

began. As it continues to rise, and the world continues to change, 

the Experiencing God book has been revised and expanded with more 

than seventy percent of its material newly written. A modern classic that has sold 

millions of copies worldwide, Experiencing God is based on seven Scriptural 

realities that teach us how to develop a true relationship with the Creator. 

 

Forgotten God by Francis Chan with Denae Yankoski 

A follow up to the profound message of Crazy Love, Pastor Francis 

Chan offers a compelling invitation to understand, embrace, and 

follow the Holy Spirit’s direction in our lives. 

In the name of the Father, the Son, and … the Holy Spirit. We pray in 

the name of all three, but how often do we live with an awareness of only the first 

two? As Jesus ascended into heaven, He promised to send the Holy Spirit—the 

Helper—so that we could be true and living witnesses for Christ. Unfortunately, 

today’s church has admired the gift but neglected to open it. 

Breakthrough author Francis Chan rips away paper and bows to get at the true 

source of the church’s power—the Holy Spirit. Chan contends that we’ve ignored 

the Spirit for far too long, and we are reaping the disastrous results. Thorough 

https://www.amazon.com/Experiencing-God-Knowing-Revised-Expanded/dp/0805447539/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1525805606&sr=1-1&keywords=Experiencing+God+by+Henry+%26+Richard+Blackaby
https://www.amazon.com/Forgotten-God-Reversing-Tragic-Neglect/dp/1434767957/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1525805696&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Forgotten+God%22+by+Francis+Chan+with+Denae+Yankoski
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scriptural support and compelling narrative form Chan’s invitation to stop and 

remember the One we’ve forgotten, the Spirit of the living God. 

 

 Covenant-Precept Workbook 

See this incredible thread running from Genesis through Revelation. 

God enters into a binding agreement with His people and always 

keeps His promises. Trusting Him as a covenant partner frees us from 

the bondage of worry and anxiety. This study will transform the way you read the 

Scriptures! 

 

 

After the Boxes are Unpacked by Susan Miller 

 

 

 

 

 

Royal Reflections: The Making of a Warrior Princess by Sherry Eifler (releasing 

this Summer) visit www.sherryeifler.comfor more information.  

https://shop.precept.org/products/covenant-precept-workbook-nasb
https://www.amazon.com/After-Boxes-Unpacked-Miller-2016-04-01/dp/B01FEKPLQ8/ref=sr_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1525805834&sr=1-2&keywords=After+the+Boxes+are+Unpacked+by+Susan+Miller
http://www.sherryeifler.com/

